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3Figures Chapter 4.1 Cups
4.1.1 Sample size over time 4.1.2 Motifs over time















































































































































































































44.1.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.1.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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54.1.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure. 4.1.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure.


































































64.1.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data
4.1.12 R squared values over time

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0Figures Chapter 4.2 Skyphos
4.2.1 Sample size over time 4.2.2 Motifs over time














































































































































































































14.2.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.2.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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24.2.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure 4.2.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure






















































34.2.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data 4.2.12 R squared values over time

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7Figures Chapter 4.3 Oinochoe
4.3.1 Sample size over time 4.3.2 Motifs over time










































































































































































































84.3.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.3.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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94.3.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure 4.3.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure

























































04.3.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data 4.3.12 R squared values over time





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4Figures Chapter 4.4 Krater
4.4.1 Sample size over time 4.4.2 Motifs over time



















































































































































































































54.4.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.4.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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64.4.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure  4.4.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure 




























































74.4.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data
4.4.12 R squared values over time





























































































84.4.14 Power laws by date, black-figure krater










































































































































































































































































































































































































































0Figures Chapter 4.5 Lekythoi
4.5.1 Sample size over time 4.5.2 Motifs over time



















































































































































































































14.5.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.5.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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24.5.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure 4.5.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure

























































34.5.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data
4.5.12 R squared values over time




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7Figures Chapter 4.6 Amphorae
4.6.1 Sample size over time 4.6.2 Motifs over time













































































































































































































84.6.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.6.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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94.6.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure  4.6.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure
4.6.10 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure and red-figure

























































04.6.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data
4.6.12 R squared values over time




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4Figures Chapter 4.7 Hydria
4.7.1 Sample size over time 4.7.2 Motifs over time














































































































































































































54.7.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.7.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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64.7.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure 4.7.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure




























































74.7.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data 4.7.12 R squared values over time













































































84.7.14 Power laws by date, black-figure hydria











































































































































































































































































































































































































































0Figures Chapter 4.8 Pyxis
4.8.1 Sample size over time 4.8.2 Motifs over time
















































































































































































































14.8.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.8.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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24.8.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure 4.8.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure




























































34.8.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data 4.8.12  R squared values over time













































































44.8.14 Power laws by date, black-figure pyxis




















































































































































































































































































6Figures Chapter 4.9 Plates
4.9.1 Sample size over time 4.9.2 Motifs over time












































































































































































































74.9.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.9.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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84.9.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure 4.9.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure


























































94.9.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data 4.9.12 R squared values over time




























































































04.9.14 Power laws by date, black-figure plates 4.9.15 Power laws by date, red-figure plates




























































































































1Figures Chapter 4.10 Ritual
4.10.1 Sample size over time 4.10.2 Motifs over time















































































































































































































24.10.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.10.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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34.10.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure  4.10.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure 
























































44.10.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data
4.10.12 R squared values over time.













































































































































6Figures Chapter 4.11 All shapes
4.11.1 Sample size over time 4.11.2 Motifs over time
















































































































































































































74.11.5 Drift and mutation over time, black-figure 4.11.6 Drift and mutation over time, red-figure
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84.11.8 Estimates of theta over time, black-figure  4.11.9 Estimates of theta over time, red-figure



















































94.11.11 |tf-te| comparison, model and data
4.11.12 R squared values over time












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3Figures Chapter 5 
5.1 Black-figure cups. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.2 Red-figure cups. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.















































































































































45.4 Black-figure skyphos. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.5 Red-figure skyphos. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.












































































































55.7 Black-figure oinochoe. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.8 Red-figure oinochoe. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.




























































































































65.10 Black-figure krater. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.11 Red-figure krater. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.




























































































































75.13 Black-figure lekythoi. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.14 Red-figure lekythoi. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.


































































































































































85.16 Black-figure amphorae. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.17 Red-figure amphorae. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.




























































































































95.19 Black-figure hydria. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.20 Red-figure hydria. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.















































































































































05.22 Black-figure all shapes. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time. 5.23 Red-figure all shapes. Proportion of top 10 motifs over time.




























































































































15.25 Black-figure pyxis: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.26 Red-figure pyxis: Proportion of top 50 motifs.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































25.28 Black-figure cups: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.29 Red-figure cups: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































35.31 Black-figure lekythoi: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.32 Red-figure lekythoi: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































45.34 Black-figure plates: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.35 Red-figure plates: Proportion of top 50 motifs.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































55.37 Black-figure ritual: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.38 Red-figure ritual: Proportion of top 50 motifs.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































65.40 Black-figure skyphos Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.41 Red-figure skyphos: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































75.43 Black-figure amphorae: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.44 Red-figure amphorae: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































85.46 Black-figure hydria: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.47 Red-figure hydria: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































95.49 Black-figure oinochoe: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.50 Red-figure oinochoe: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































05.52 Black-figure kraters: Proportion of top 50 motifs. 5.53 Red-figure kraters: Proportion of top 50 motifs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































15.55. Herakles vs. Theseus, comparison of actual observations in the database. 5.56. Herakles vs. Theseus, comparison of proportions of all motifs for each period.
5.57. Herakles vs. Theseus, comparison of change in proportion. 



















































































































































































Satyr Warrior Maenad Dionysos
Herakles Athena Athlete Nike
Hermes Eros Horsemen Apollo
Sphinx Goddess Siren Archer
Theseus Amazon Artemis Ariadne
Achilles Giant Zeus Trainer
Aphrodite Iolaos Poseidon Griffin
Acontist Thetis Nereid Peleus
Ajax Minotaur Erotes Eos
Hera Diskoboloi Paris Pegasoi
Hephaistos Leto Triton Helen
Centaur Demeter King Muse
Nereus Huntsmen Persephone Iris
Ares Wedded Pair Odysseus Tithonos
Triptolemos Charioteer Hoplitodromoi Judge
Kyknos Kephalos Charon Pholos
Perseus Kerberos Menelaos Nessos
Deianeira God Victor Kaineus
Memnon Pan Aineias Gorgon
Polyxene Troilos Orpheus Hektor
Bride Boreas Eurystheus Anchises
Polyphemos Europa Anakreon Priam
Kassandra Oreithyia Geryon Chiron
Dioskouroi Hero Medusa Ganymede
Hypnos Oedipus Amymone Eileithyia
Attendant Splanchnopt Neoptolemos Thanatos
Hebe Eurytion Sinis Hippalektryon
Hydra Aithra Prokrustes Perithoos
Hesperid Artisan Helios Hades
Alkyoneus Skiron Merchant Atalanta
Nymph Amphitrite Bridegroom Marsyas
Orestes Hetaira Sisyphos Prometheus
Peitho Adonis Astyanax Circe
Antaios Hippocamp Diomedes Busiris
Pelias Agamemnon Medea Erichthonios
Squire Askanios Acheloos Kastor
Andromache Eriphyle Ge Boxer
Companion Monster Argos Selene




35.59. Turnover rate for the 10 motifs with the highest variability, across all 
shapes and techniques.
5.60. Turnover rate for the 10 motifs with the highest variability, across all 
shapes and techniques (showing 550 – 500 onwards only).














































Siren Sphinx Warrior Dionysos Nike
Eros Maenad Satyr Athlete Athena

























Nike Dionysos Eros Maenad Sphinx
Warrior Athlete Satyr Herakles Athena
3
4
45.61. Turnover rate for motifs by top y, all shapes, all techniques.
5.62. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 575 to 525, all shapes, all techniques.
5.63. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 550 to 500, all shapes, all techniques. 5.64. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 525 to 475, all shapes, all techniques.
Turnover rate: all motifs all periods










































y = 0.4981x - 3.3671
R2 = 0.9838



















Linear (575 to 525)
Linear (Model)
550 to 500
y = 0.1863x + 0.6178
R2 = 0.999





















Linear (550 to 500)
525 to 475
y = 0.1671x - 0.1507
R2 = 0.7747
























55.65. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 500 to 450, all shapes, all techniques. 5.66. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 475 to 425, all shapes, all techniques.
5.67. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 450 to 400, all shapes, all techniques. 5.68. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 425 to 375, all shapes, all techniques.
500 to 450
y = 0.2157x + 0.7026
R2 = 0.9982























Linear (500 to 450)
475 to 425
y = 0.2651x + 0.7426
R2 = 0.9988























Linear (475 to 425)
450 to 400
y = 0.3397x - 1.1096
R2 = 0.9898























Linear (450 to 400)
Linear (Model)
425 to 375
y = 0.2301x - 0.9508
R2 = 0.9749

























Linear (425 to 375)
3
4
65.69. Turnover rate of model vs. data, 425 to 375, all shapes, all techniques.
400 to 300
y = 0.15x + 0.3506
R2 = 0.9994




























6.1. All techniques, by date and number of pots.
6.2. Sub techniques, by date and number of pots.
6.3. Minor sub techniques, by date and number of pots.
















































































































































































































86.5 Log log plot showing the probabilities of the frequencies of all techniques, all dates. 6.6  Log log plot showing the probabilities of the frequencies of all techniques, 525 to 475 only.



















































96.7. Distribution of sub-techniques across shapes. Value for white ground lekythoi = 3,353. 6.8. Proportions of expected totals of sub-techniques across shapes.





























Added Colour Coral Red Semi Outline and Outline Silhouette Sixes White ground





















Added Colour Coral Red Semi Outline and Outline Silhouette Sixes White ground




























7.1. Pan and Boreas. Proportions on all shapes in all techniques.
7.2. Theseus and related motifs. Proportions on all shapes in all techniques.
















































































































































































17.5. Relative popularity of Nike and related motifs across all shapes and in all techniques. 7.6. Relative popularity of Eros and related motifs across all shapes and in all techniques.
7.7 Number of lekythoi by technique. 7.8 Proportion of techniques used on lekythoi.

























































































































































black figure white ground
red figure




































































black figure white ground
red figure
red figure white ground
3
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